
To Mr Eifion Evans – copies as previous 2 le4ers 

Following our le4ers to yourself on 14/12/22 and  19/02/23 which clearly explained  the unsaDsfactory events of 2022 
resulDng in escalaDon to yourself, we received a le4er (with no circulaDon list) from Rhodri Llwyd dated 01/03/23. It again 
highlights CCC’s experience and highly developed  extra special skills. It also repeats CCC’s problems with insufficient 
resources and the many  rules and regulaDons that need to be observed when considering  all the alternaDves that feasibility 
schemes may uncover, which can make apparently simple schemes complex with long lead Dmes. However it does not answer 
the quesDon of why this important safety issue has not and is not being given the priority and urgency it deserves. As previous 
correspondence was directed to yourself we again respond to yourself in respect of the above le4er from Rhodri Llwyd.  

Regarding  points 1, 2, & 3 in that le4er ;- 

a, We have no internal communicaDon problems, having circulated everything necessary. If you would kindly read Mr Llwyd’s 
summary of replies you will note he is incorrect - there is no a4empt at all by CCC to explain why our grant applicaDon was 
discarded, only comments re CCC’s plans. Mr Tudor Jones may have been sent a copy of the feasibility applicaDon but it 
certainly was not received ??  

b, Clearly CCC have had and sDll have resource problems as we have been told, ad nauseam. This makes it even more difficult 
to understand why a simple fully costed proposal for immediate implementaDon in 2022 (with agreement in principle with all 
landowners) was discarded without consultaDon. Why was it replaced by a much larger more complex, and expensive, in 
house, feasibility study? This CCC unilateral decision puts implementaDon back years. CCC seemingly knew from the outset 
that resources might be a problem. Planning to fail is completely unacceptable, especially where community safety is 
involved. 

 Is it any wonder we are completely baffled by CCC’s lack of transparency. Instead we given repeDDons, irrelevant statements  
and repeated refusals to answer reasonable quesDons, for example ;- 

a, Statements re landowners and topographic surveys is an a4empt to cloud the issue. All landowners involved were 
consulted &  happy to give agreement in principle  to the Community route. Why CCC chose to carry out and  have also failed 
to achieve, extensive and expensive wide ranging Topographical surveys was un-necessary and makes no sense whatsoever. 

b, Re the statement that CCC have considerable experience in dealing with protracted land negoDaDons and mulDple 
landowners. We don’t doubt that, but   we are only dealing with four landowners. All willing to engage with agreement in 
principle. 

c, It is now almost a full year since the grant approval but point 4 of the le4er does not indicate any progress in idenDfying 
opDons. Just half promises, doubts, constraints & difficulDes hinDng possible ulDmate failure. No wonder we are concerned.  

d, Why does CCC a4empt to implicate this community council in CCC’s failure? We presented CCC with an “oven ready” 
soluDon aaer seizing the opportunity when one resident who had been frustrated by CCC’s refusal to commit to fully explore 
earlier proposals to find a soluDon, kindly volunteered that the path  be routed through her gardens.  

e, Whilst Clic is an effecDve email management system, it is only as good as the acDve and Dmely response generated by the 
buy in of internal end users. UnDl all Officers are instructed to do so, it will conDnue to self serve CCC, not the community. 

f, Your request for informaDon surprised us, as our community  team completed the WG applicaDon in full. If you read it you 
will find most, if not all the informaDon you seem to be requesDng.  

g, When the inevitable serious incident, or fatality occurs, perhaps CCC will realise that managing expectaDons is  not down to 
residents or LCC. CCC’s viewpoint is very quesDonable. The starDng point is risk assessment and prioriDes together with the 
realisDc expectaDons of residents expecDng value for money from CCC while using common sense. Likewise, keeping it simple  
exercising  duty of care rather than CCC’s penchant for taking on grandiose projects it knows it cannot resource or manage. 

 You will be aware that there are a significant number of outstanding answers to the quesDons we have previously requested.
(summarised on list a4ached). Please end  this tennis communicaDon, stop being evasive and answer our reasonable 
quesDons, involve us and let us work together to iniDally salvage something from the £40,000 grant. Perhaps we can then  
achieve a Dmely, cost effecDve installaDon in the best interests of the community and  avoid the need for further escalaDon. 
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